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November 22, 2015 

(This was a dream.) 

I was looking into a banquet hall and saw God in white talking to an angel.   

The devil came into the room—skin like a snake, sharp claws, body cloaked in black with a hoodie.  
Satan said to God, “What are You going to do?” 

God answered, “I am sending this angel back down to Earth.” 

Satan said, “You have two times before to save the people of Earth.” 

God said, “This time is different.” 

Then God handed a test tube with oil in it to the angel He was sending.  The angel leaves and as he is 
trenching to the Earth he meets two other beings (which are fallen angels).  They stop him and say, 
“We changed our minds, we want to go back to Heaven and be with God—we want to change.” 

The angel sent by God says, “I know this is not true.”  He pulls out a sword from his side and as he 
raises the sword, fire shoots all around the blade.  The fallen angels start tumbling and falling 
backwards to Earth.  The tube of oil falls out of the hand of the angel, but he catches it and holds 
tightly on to it as he continues on his way. 

We are going to see changes in the people because of this oil. 

The angel then says out loud:  “Now is the time for Resolutional Revival.  Hear the word—PEACE!” 

Note from Prophet Debra:  I love dreams and am tempted to record a full out 
interpretation of this dream by Cyndi Lampros, but I will abstain!  I am fascinated by 
the term that Cyndi heard the angel use:  Resolutional Revival.  Now, Cyndi is a retired 
school teacher and missionary.  The first thing she said to me was: “Resolutional is not 
even a word!”   So, at this point, because the word, resolutional, is not really an English 
word, I will only give what I believe the LORD is desiring to define and interpret for us.   

Resolutional:  The term, resolution, is the root word here.  Resolution is the act of 
finding an answer or solution to a conflict, problem, etc.; the act of resolving 
something; the act of answering: solving; the act of determining; firmness of resolve; 
resolute: firmly resolved or determined; set in purpose or opinion. 

Revival:  Restoration to life, consciousness, vigor, strength; an awakening. 

Resolutional Revival:  An awakening and restoration to a resolute position.  This type of 
revival will birth the true Church—the true Body of Christ, empowered (like a military 
unit) to STAND in truth as never before. (We see this in the first church in Acts.)  
Resolutional Revival will be an anointing of oil poured out from a test tube.  In other 
words, we will be tested with this oil of revival.  Obedience will be involved.  Peace-
Shalom will be the result! 
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Peace:  This word was also used by the angel.  Peace is from the Hebrew word, Shalom, 
which means to be complete or complete wholeness.  When there is shalom, there is 
tranquility, justice, sufficient food, clothing, housing.  There is Divine health, with no 
sickness.  Shalom means an absence of disorder, injustice, bribery, corruption, conflict, 
lack, hatred, abuse, violence, pain suffering, immorality, and all other negative forces.  
A rabbi wrote that Shalom means, “No good thing withheld.” 

The Greek word for peace is, Eiréné, which points to the Hebraistic sense of the health 
(welfare) of an individual; wholeness, when all essential parts are joined together; the 
gift of God’s wholeness. (Glossary note from The One New Man Bible) 

 

December 28, 2015 

The LORD says, “It’s time to step up to the plate.  Give more—more of self and more money (for 
ministry).  It’s time for healing to happen.  There is much harvest ready to be harvested in the fields.  
LISTEN! LISTEN! LISTEN!”  (definition: Give attention to; attend closely for the purpose of hearing; pay 
attention to; heed; obey) 

God is going to use you.  Reach out to others. 

Note:  Luke 6:38! 

 

December 31, 2015 

We are entering a season of complete turn-around, unprecedented favor—hope and grace.  Expect 
everything to change around you. 

Things will seem or be unbalanced for a while, but then things will line up.  God is going to redeem 
the impossible. 

New REVOLUTION is going to take place.  God’s greatness is being revealed. 

 

January 3, 2016 

Chains NEED to be broken. 

I see a lion’s face.  Many will think it is friendly, but it is here to steal, kill and destroy causing 
overwhelming spiritual attacks.  The key is to repent:  turn, think differently, change course. 


